Dialpad Business Voice

Business Voice
in the cloud.
A checklist.

Dialpad Business Voice

Moving on up?

If you’ve read the previous guides in
this series, you’ll know that Dialpad
Business Voice from Sprint offers
a simple, flexible and predictably
priced solution for helping your
people connect and collaborate
virtually anywhere they go. But
making the leap into the cloud
isn’t always an easy decision.

In this short guide, we’ll recap some
of the great reasons why moving
your business phone system to the
cloud makes sense. And we’ve also
compiled a handy checklist to help
you figure out if making the move is
right for you.
Why choose Dialpad Business Voice
from Sprint?
Dialpad Business Voice is designed
for the way your people work today.
They’re mobile, not chained to desks.
They need to collaborate, whenever,
wherever. And they need tools
that make their jobs simpler,
not more complex.
By moving your business phone
system to the cloud, you’ll liberate
your people from the constraints
of desk phones. And you’ll liberate
your business from the time and
expense of running a PBX.
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Mobile productivity
and collaboration
When people can communicate
and collaborate using any device
they want, pretty much anywhere
they want to go, good things start
to happen.

People are free to work in the way
that makes them most effective.
And when they can work together
more productively, decisions get
made quicker, innovations get to
market faster, and the customer
experience gets slicker.
With one business number that
calls all your devices, and advanced
call controls that are simple to use,
Dialpad Business Voice from Sprint
makes it easier to stay in touch and
keep everyone in the loop.
 onnect and share
C
information virtually anywhere
 treamline collaboration
S
and simplify remote working
 mpower your people
E
to get more done
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Application integration

Nobody likes having to flip
back and forth between multiple
apps just to complete one simple
task. But unless your business
communications systems are
integrated with your collaboration
tools, that’s exactly what happens.
It’s frustrating for users and
customers, and it’s draining
productivity from the business.

Dialpad Business Voice from
Sprint is fully integrated with the
productivity and collaboration apps
people use every day. Complete
integration with G Suite* and
Microsoft Office 365 makes it
simple for everyone to access and
share all the relevant information
during the conversation.
Collaborate on shared files
with ease
 ut conversations in context,
P
with the most relevant content
 onnect the right people
C
with the right information
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Costs and management

Buying, managing and upgrading
a PBX takes a lot of time and money.
Time and money that could be
better spent on hitting your
strategic targets.

Dialpad Business Voice from Sprint
gets rid of your upfront PBX costs
overnight. Instead, your people get
a communications tool that’s built
for the way they work today, and you
get a predictable price of just $15
per user per month.*
And it’s not just upfront PBX costs
that vanish. Dialpad can save you
40-60% on your monthly costs,
compared to running business
voice services on a PBX.†

 ay as you go, and scale
P
as you grow
 liminate upfront costs and
E
PBX management headaches
 et predictable costs, per seat
G
per month

Plus, you can manage all your
locations from a single web-based
interface — putting a big dent in
the management overheads of
a traditional business voice setup.
And as your business grows, your
voice communications can match
it every step of the way.

*Taxes and surcharges apply
†Potential savings based on internal Sprint market research
on average IT spend for hardware investments, monthly
costs per person, integration, ongoing maintenance and
support costs for a on-premise PBX phone system by
leading service providers. Actual savings may vary.
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Are you ready for
the switch?
Still unsure about moving your
business phone system to the
cloud? Use our checklist to
determine if Dialpad Business
Voice could be right for you.

1 Enabling people

3 Costs

 ur people need to be able to
O
communicate from anywhere,
at any time, on any device

 e’ve evaluated our
W
current mobility and
business phone costs

 eing able to simply transfer
B
calls, share voicemails and
have conversations involving
multiple colleagues is
important to our people

 e think we’re spending
W
too much on our voice
communications

 ur people need to be able
O
to share documents while
communicating
2 Integration

Our
employees have existing
Google and Microsoft
applications that they
rely on for work
I t would be helpful to have our
company directory sync to
our user’s devices easily
 e would like to give our
W
employees more context during
their conversations, including
LinkedIn, Twitter and Google+
social profile information on the
people they’re talking to

 e value predictable pricing in
W
our communications solutions
I f we were to upgrade our current
set up it would be expensive and
cumbersome
4 Management
 he management of our
T
communications is complex
and time-consuming
 e would rather have our IT
W
department working on new
innovation and strategic initiatives
instead of spending so much time
configuring and maintaining our
communications infrastructure
I deally we’d like to outsource
all the management and
maintenance involved in our
communications
 caling up to accommodate new
S
employees or open new sites can
be complicated
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Are you ready for
the switch?
5 Preparing for the future
 e understand what our people
W
need from a business phone
 e know what we need now,
W
and we have a clear picture of
what we’ll need in the future
 e’ve considered how we’ll
W
upgrade aging devices and
PBX systems — and how much
it will cost

Answered mostly ‘Yes’?
Dialpad Business Voice from
Sprint could be just what
you need.
Take a look at the rest of
the mini-guides in this series
to see how moving your
business phones to the cloud
can help your people, and
our business.

Get the full series right here
Everything’s changed
Work doesn’t just happen at work.
3 big reasons to move your
business comms to the cloud
It’s a lot quicker and painless
than you might think. The
benefits are huge.
Dialpad: a smarter way to
stay connected
Want a highly collaborative solution
that goes with you virtually
anywhere?
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Next-gen employee mobility:
beyond devices
Making business calls is just the
start. Just wait until you add G
Suite, Microsoft 365, social media,
and more.
Dispelling the myths of business
phone costs
Let’s crunch the numbers,
explode myths, and enjoy that
lovely ‘cha-ching’ money sound.
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Let’s talk
If you want to give your people a business
phone system built for the way they work
now, we should talk.

Find out what Dialpad Business Voice
can do for you. Contact your local
Sprint representative today to learn
more. Call 1-877-633-1102 or see
more details on sprint.com/dialpad

